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Abstract
Introduction The tau statistic uses geolocation and, usually, symptom
onset time to assess global spatiotemporal clustering from epidemiological
data. We explore how computation and analysis methods may bias estimates.
Methods Following a previous review of the statistic, we tested several
aspects that could affect graphical hypothesis testing of clustering or bias
clustering range estimates, by comparison with a baseline analysis of an open
access measles dataset: these aspects included bootstrap sampling method
and confidence interval (CI) type. Correct practice of hypothesis testing of no
clustering and clustering range estimation of the tau statistic are explained.
Results Our re-analysis of the dataset found evidence against no spa-
tiotemporal clustering p-value ∈ [0, 0·014] (global envelope test). We de-
veloped a tau-specific modification of the Loh & Stein bootstrap sampling
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method, whose more precise bootstrapped tau estimates led to the cluster-
ing endpoint estimate being 20% higher than previously published (36·0m,
95% bias-corrected and accelerated (BCa) CI (14·9, 46·6), vs 30m). The es-
timated bias reduction led to an increase in the clustering area of elevated
disease odds by 44%. We argue that the BCa CI is essential for asymmetric
sample bootstrap distributions of tau estimates.
Discussion Bootstrap sampling method and CI type can bias the clus-
tering range estimated. Moderate radial bias to the range estimate are more
than doubled when considered on the areal scale, which public health re-
sources are proportional to. We advocate proper implementation of this
useful statistic, ultimately to reduce inaccuracies in control policy decisions
made during disease clustering analysis.
Keywords: second order dependence, pointwise confidence interval, bias
corrected accelerated BCa, percentile confidence interval, spatial bootstrap,
graphical hypothesis test
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1. Introduction
1Assessing if spatiotemporal clustering is present and measuring its magni-
tude and range is informative for epidemiologists working to control infectious
diseases. The tau statistic2 is more appropriate than most spatiotemporal
statistics for this task as it specifically measures spatiotemporal rather than
just spatial clustering, produces non-parametric estimates without previous
process beliefs and offers a relative magnitude in the difference of risk, rate
or odds versus the background level, which the K function is unable to do
(Lessler et al., 2016) (Pollington et al., 2019)(Gabriel and Diggle, 2009). This
study is motivated by a review of its use that found that its current imple-
mentation inflates type I errors (incorrectly rejecting a true null hypothesis)
when testing for clustering, and may bias estimates of the range of cluster-
ing (Pollington et al., 2019). We investigate the role of these by analysing a
well-studied open dataset containing variables with the necessary geolocation
and times of onset of symptoms. This dataset represents a spatially discrete
process since infection is only recorded and can only occur at discrete house-
hold locations so the (statistical) support is not spatially continuous (Diggle
et al., 2010).
We follow an ordered approach: testing for clustering (§3.3) and then,
conditional on finding evidence against no clustering, estimating the cluster-
1Abbreviations in the paper: BCa = bias-corrected and accelerated; CI = confidence
interval; MMPB = modified marked point bootstrap.
2The tau statistic discussed herein is different from the ‘Kendall’s tau statistic’ or
‘Kendall’s rank correlation coefficient’ which is a bivariate statistic for ordinal data (Bland,
2000).
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ing range Dˆ (§3.4) separately. We also provide the first precision estimate
for Dˆ (Fig. Graphical abstract). This approach is contrary to the current
methods applied to the tau statistic and similar statistics (Pollington et al.,
2019), which incorrectly combine graphical hypothesis testing for clustering
and estimation of the clustering range. We hope these improved methods
will contribute to the proper application of this burgeoning statistic.
1.1. Its context within this issue
Myllima¨ki’s presentation on global envelope testing inspired our correction
of pointwise confidence intervals for graphical hypothesis testing (Myllyma¨ki,
2019b) (§3.3); while Pebesma’s talk stressing the need for reproducibility
(Pebesma, 2019) encouraged us to provide our analysis code in R Markdown
with the random seeds recorded (11). In addition to modellers or epidemiolo-
gists working on real-time outbreak analysis or post-study analysis, we hope
statisticians are inspired to apply this statistic to spatiotemporal branching
processes in new fields.
2. The tau statistic
The tau statistic is a non-parametric global clustering statistic which
takes a disease frequency measure (risk, odds or rate) within a certain an-
nulus around an average case and compares it to the background measure
(at any distance) (Salje et al., 2012, Lessler et al., 2016, Pollington et al.,
2019). It measures the tendency of case pairs to spatially cluster while im-
plicitly accounting for their transmission relation temporally, making it a
spatiotemporal statistic.
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2.1. Tau statistic (odds ratio estimator)
We describe the most common tau estimator τˆodds, sourced from a more
detailed description and commentary including other tau estimators and a
new rate estimator Pollington et al. (2019), Lessler et al. (2016).
Subsection abridged from Pollington et al. (2019)
The distance form of the tau statistic τˆodds is the ratio of the odds θ(d1, d2)
of finding any case j that is related to any other case i, within a half-closed3
annulus [d1, d2) around case i, to the odds θ(0,∞) of finding any case j
related to any case i at any distance separation (dij ≥ 0) for n total cases
(Equation 1 & Fig. 1). The main computation of Equation 1 is effectively
a double sum over pairs’ ‘relatedness’ indicator functions 1(·). τ(d1, d2) is
then evaluated over a distance band set ∆. Sometimes an expanding disc is
described by setting d1 = 0, relabelling d = d2 to give τ(d) instead.
τˆodds(d1, d2) :=
θˆ(d1, d2)
θˆ(0,∞)
where θˆ(d1, d2) =
∑n
i=1
∑n
j=1,j 6=i 1(zij = 1, d1 ≤ dij < d2)∑n
i=1
∑n
j=1,j 6=i 1(zij = 0, d1 ≤ dij < d2)
(1)
Tau values signify either the presence of spatiotemporal clustering (τ > 1),
no clustering (τ = 1) or inhibition (τ < 1). The odds estimate θˆ in Equation
1 is the ratio of the number of related case pairs within [d1, d2), versus the
number of unrelated case pairs within [d1, d2). The relatedness of a case
pair zij is commonly determined using temporal information (e.g. onset time
3This is a correction to Lessler et al.’s appendices that originally used an open interval
(Lessler et al., 2016). It has been updated in their GitHub repository (Lessler and Giles,
2018) following email communication on 6 December 2018.
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difference of cases i, j i.e. tj− ti) (Pollington et al., 2019). The serial interval
is the period between the onset times of symptoms in the infector ti and their
infectee tj. Typically temporal relation is defined when case onset times are
within a single serial interval of each other. It can be calculated in the
IDSpatialStats R package (Lessler and Giles, 2018).
* * *
In the following sections (§3-4) we provide a descriptive analysis of the
dataset, before systematically testing several aspects of the tau statistic’s
implementation and their impact on the estimated clustering range and bias
in this estimate.
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3. Methods
3.1. The dataset and computation methods
The dataset is sourced from the surveillance R package under a GPL-2
licence ([dataset]Meyer et al., 2017), as provided by Niels Becker via (Neal
and Roberts, 2004) from a re-analysis (Oesterle, 1992) of the original study
(Pfeilsticker, 1863). We have checked it for errors and inconsistencies. Like
Lessler et al.’s analysis (unpublished code shared with us) we take the start of
the prodromal period as the date of onset of symptoms. The baseline result
of their analysis of the same dataset has been reproduced (Fig. 4) and is
very similar, but not completely matching as their random number generator
seed was unknown. Using their interpretation of the graph, spatiotemporal
clustering is reported up to 30m (Lessler et al., 2016).
The spatstat library (Baddeley and Turner, 2005) in R was used for
useful spatial functions, purrr for resampling (Henry and Wickham, 2019),
fields for image plots (Douglas Nychka et al., 2017) and latex2exp &
scales for graph notation (Meschiari, 2015, Wickham, 2018) and the code
of ‘January’ (2017) for figure labelling. Computations were run in R using
RStudio (R Core Team, 2019, RStudio Team, 2019). The IDSpatialStats::get.tau()
and get.tau.bootstrap() functions were optimised by re-implementing them
in C, which sped up τodds calculations by ∼29 times (Pollington). The asso-
ciated code can be accessed through this !GitHub link TBA. (In the meantime
please download the repo from https://warwick.ac.uk/fac/sci/mathsys/people/students/2015intake/
pollington tim/measles-master.zip Make sure the underscore between “polling-
ton” and “tim” isn’t missed). We used Lessler et al. (2016) distance band
set throughout, i.e. a mixture of non-overlapping and overlapping bands:
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∆ ={[0, 10], [0, 12], [0,14], . . . , [0, 50], [2, 52], [4, 54], . . . , [74, 124]}.
3.2. Our approach to hypothesis testing and parameter estimation
Our graphical hypothesis test (§3.3) and parameter estimation (§3.4)
methods (Fig. Graphical abstract) are in contrast to many reviewed papers4
(using the tau statistic or similar statistic) which incorrectly used an enve-
lope5 about the point estimate constructed from piecewise confidence inter-
vals which amounts to multiple hypothesis testing and inflates type I errors
(Fig. 2b), and estimated the clustering endpoint D as the distance at which
the lower bound of the first piecewise percentile confidence interval that is
above τ = 1 touches τ = 1 (Fig. 2a) (Pollington et al., 2019).
3.3. Graphical hypothesis test of no clustering
Instead we construct a global envelope around the distribution of the
null hypothesis (H0: τ = 1, no spatiotemporal clustering). This is gen-
erated by randomly permuting the time marks ti of the data points Xi =
4(Salje et al., 2012, Grabowski et al., 2014, Bhoomiboonchoo et al., 2014, Levy et al.,
2015, Salje et al., 2016a,b, Lessler et al., 2016, Grantz et al., 2016, Hoang Quoc et al.,
2016, Salje et al., 2017, 2018, Succo et al., 2018, Rehman et al., 2018, Azman et al., 2018,
Truelove et al., 2019) from Pollington et al. (2019) review
5An envelope can be loosely defined as a series of function lines bounded above and
below: central/null envelopes describe the line function, i.e. bootstrapped point estimate
or null distribution, respectively; whereas global envelope or pointwise confidence interval
(syn. confidence band) refers to the way function lines are bounded. A global envelope is
a confidence interval for a function not at a fixed [d1, d2] (i.e. pointwise), but over all ∆;
at a 95% significance level say, in 95% of outcomes of constructing a global envelope, the
random envelope would contain the true value of τ([d1, d2]),∀[d1, d2] ∈ ∆ (Baddeley et al.,
2015).
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(x-coordinatei, y-coordinatei, onset timei) to scramble any spatiotemporal
clustering present and simulate what τˆ would be under H0. We assess if a
subset of distance bands δ exists (as singular or disjoint regions) where the
tau point estimate τˆ(d) is ever above/below the upper/lower bound of this
null envelope, respectively, anywhere in the distance band set ∆, using the
GET R package (Myllyma¨ki et al., 2019a) (Fig. Graphical abstract). This
particular global envelope is an extreme rank type “defined as the minimum
of pointwise ranks” with a 95% significance level and extreme rank length
p-value interval (note this is a range, not a single value) (Myllyma¨ki et al.,
2019a). The test is two-tailed (alternative hypothesis H1 : τ 6= 1) which is
necessary as only when the graph is plotted is the presence of clustering or
inhibition known. We compute 2,500 bootstrap tau simulations for an opti-
mal test (Myllyma¨ki et al., 2017). For bootstrap tau calculations containing
infinite values we repeat the estimate as GET can only accept finite values.
3.4. Parameter estimation of the clustering range
If hypothesis testing establishes that spatiotemporal clustering is present
within the set of distance bands ∆ (§3.3), it is then sensible to estimate
the endpoint of spatiotemporal clustering D for the clustering range [d1 =
0(assumed), d2 = D) where the point estimate intercepts τ = 1, i.e. D :=
{d : τˆ(d) = 1}; due to finite distance bands we interpolate between the last
tau value above one and first value below one, to obtain Dˆ.
To obtain its uncertainty as a single confidence interval we use boot-
strapped tau estimates τˆ ∗: for each bootstrapped simulation (that represents
a connected line of simulated tau estimates for increasing d i.e. {τ ∗(d1, d2) :
[d1, d2) ∈ ∆}), we record those that originate from above τ = 1 and then
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intersect τ = 1 at some greater distance D, i.e. those for which there exists
D satisfying τˆ ∗(D) = 1. We then take this horizontal set of values D and can
obtain a confidence interval to describe the uncertainty in Dˆ (Fig. Graphi-
cal abstract). We experiment with different numbers of bootstrap estimates
N , spatial bootstrap methods, confidence interval construction and distance
band sets.
However caution is needed as these simulations are not a random sample
of the population of simulations, which is an important prerequisite for con-
fidence interval construction; as we selectively choose those that cross τ = 1
from above and ignore those that start at or below τ = 1, or above it but
never reach τ = 1. Computing confidence intervals at a 95% confidence level
on any random sample with a small 5% dropout shows that the effective
confidence level can reduce substantially (Gorard, 2014). This selection bias
is also ∆ dependent since if we choose a large enough ∆, we may find that
simulations that start above τ = 1 eventually cross τ = 1 and then contribute
to the confidence interval.
Although we cannot account for this bias, we report the proportion of
simulations that construct the confidence intervals and extend the distance
range as computation time permits, to limit this bias.
If inhibition is present at greater distances we ignore estimating its range
as it is not of interest. However if the reader wished, it would involve a similar
algorithm for assessing clustering at shorter distances, but instead one should
capture simulation lines that exit the global envelope lower bound into τ < 1
values for increasing d.
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3.4.1. Number of bootstrap estimates
The Lessler et al. (2016) measles analysis used only N = 100 bootstrap
samples. We repeated their resampled-index analysis with N = 2,500 sam-
ples which is more than sufficient for a typical bootstrap sample (Efron and
Tibshirani, 1998).
3.4.2. Bootstrap sampling method
The tau statistic’s variance cannot be calculated analytically so we gen-
erate a non-parametric bootstrap distribution of tau estimates, τˆ ∗. We start
with a dataset X = (X1, . . . , Xn) of n cases, where again Xi = (x-coordinatei,
y-coordinatei, onset timei). We resample the data’s indices i = {1, . . . , n}
repeatedly n times (equal to the number of cases), according to the Uniform
distribution and with replacement to produce a new empirical bootstrap sam-
ple of indices i∗ = {i∗k}nk=1 and data X∗; i∗ has the same length of i however
it is bound to contain duplicated indices due to ‘with replacement’ sampling.
We compute the tau odds estimator6 on each bootstrap sample X∗ to get N
bootstrapped τ estimates τˆ ∗ = (τˆ ∗1 , . . . , τˆ
∗
N). Through bootstrap theory, the
sampling distribution τˆ ∗ may serve as a proxy for the actual distribution of τ
on the data; and further the envelopes constructed from τˆ ∗ may approximate
the envelope of τ on X (Efron, 1979). The bootstrap is non-parametric be-
cause it randomly resamples the data without imposing a distribution (Loh,
2008). We will call this method the resampled-index bootstrap. Loh critiques
this “naive” sampling with replacement of the points of a spatial dataset to
produce the bootstrap sample, because “the spatial dependence structure has
6but without loss of generality for other τ estimators
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to be preserved as much as possible” (Loh, 2008) . . . “to reflect properties of
the original process” (Loh and Stein, 2004). Lessler et al use this method
and additionally drop any pairwise evaluation from resampled indices that
represent the same point to avoid ‘self comparisons’ (Lessler et al., 2016), i.e.
drop pairs (i∗p, i
∗
q) for p 6= q.
Instead the marked point bootstrap is a fast, non-parametric method to
obtain a bootstrap distribution of a second-order correlation function (Loh
and Stein, 2004). For a clustered process simulated by a Mate´rn process,
the confidence intervals constructed using it had a higher empirical coverage
than other methods, and computed faster.
In essence the difference with the marked point bootstrap is that the
bootstrap estimate τˆ ∗ is not computed from a resampled (smaller) dataset
X∗ which has some duplicated pairs from duplicate indices i∗, but from a
bootstrap sample of the points’ locally-evaluated τ -functions τ i (Equation 2)
that are formed for each i∗ ∈ i∗, but across all points j, j 6= i∗; so at least
each local τi covers all points in X unlike the resampled index:
τˆi(d1, d2) :=
θˆi(d1, d2)
θˆi(0,∞)
where θˆi(d1, d2) =
∑n
j=1,j 6=i 1(zij = 1, d1 ≤ dij < d2)∑n
j=1,j 6=i 1(zij = 0, d1 ≤ dij < d2)
(2)
These local τ -functions are similar to an application of a spatial bootstrap to
the K-function (Baddeley et al., 2015), which like τ is a second-order correla-
tion function. However we do not recommend this literal interpretation of
Loh & Stein’s method of averaging localised τ -functions for the tau statistic
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as we shall explain, but provide it for completeness (Equation 3).
τ ∗(d1, d2) =
1
n
∑
i∗
θi∗(d1, d2)
θi∗(0,∞) =
1
n
∑
i∗
(
mi∗(d1,d2,k=1)
mi∗(d1,d2,k=0)
)
(
mi∗(k=1)
mi∗(k=0)
) (3)
Our modified marked point bootstrap (MMPB) method differs slightly to
Loh & Stein’s: rather than forming the bootstrap estimate over local τ -
functions (Equation 3) we go deeper and compute the number of locally-
related or locally-unrelated mark functions mi(k), according to their Boolean
time-relatedness k = {0, 1}. This assumes that the mean of the bootstrap
distribution of local mark functions asymptotically approximates the (global)
tau statistic as Loh & Stein only provided experimental evidence to support
this (Loh and Stein, 2004, Loh, 2008).
The number of time-related cases (#related) within a distance [d1, d2)
around a case i∗ chosen in the bootstrap sample is:
#related∗(d1, d2, i∗) = mi∗(k = 1) ≡
∑
j,j 6=i∗
1(d1 ≤ di∗j < d2, zi∗j = 1) (4)
and then an average is taken over the required n cases in the bootstrap
sample of indices i∗:
#related∗(d1, d2) =
1
n
∑
i∗
∑
j,j 6=i∗
1(d1 ≤ di∗j < d2, zi∗j = 1) (5)
and similar steps for time-unrelated cases yield:
#unrelated∗(d1, d2) = m(k = 0) ≡ 1
n
∑
i∗
∑
j,j 6=i∗
1(d1 ≤ di∗j < d2, zi∗j = 0)
(6)
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and finally the odds and tau statistic can be calculated as before:
θ∗(d1, d2) =
#related∗(d1, d2)
#unrelated∗(d1, d2)
=
∑
i∗
∑
j,j 6=i∗ 1(d1 ≤ di∗j < d2, zi∗j = 1)∑
i∗
∑
j,j 6=i∗ 1(d1 ≤ di∗j < d2, zi∗j = 0)
(7)
τ ∗odds(d1, d2) =
θ∗(d1, d2)
θ∗(0,∞) (8)
It turns out that this schema (Equations 4-8) is more robust than the original
Loh & Stein method (Fig. 11) when cases i∗ have no time-unrelated cases
to pair with in their local distance band, i.e. (mi∗(d1, d2, k = 0) = 0) causes
infinite values for θi∗(d1, d2), or NaN values when also mi∗(d1, d2, k = 1) = 0,
under their approach; the MMBP simply characterises these null events as
zeroes and their addition (in Equations 5 & 6 separately) does not affect
the rest of the calculation. Potential remedies to Loh & Stein’s approach
such as dropping these contributions or merging contiguous distance bands
were fruitless—the envelope diverged greatly for short distances and was
biased above for larger distances and only 77·3% of simulations contributed
to its CI compared to 100% for MMPB (Fig. 11). It appears dropping these
inconvenient i∗ cases removes important spatial information which the tau
bootstrap estimator in Equation 3 is sensitive to.
Our method solves the numerical challenges but is not exactly the Loh
& Stein method as we indirectly obtain the tau estimate via calculation of
the bootstrapped odds θ∗, so it is unclear if the validation of their results
automatically transfers to our modified form.
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3.4.3. Confidence interval construction
Applying a percentile confidence interval to the sample bootstrap distri-
bution D (previously defined in §3.4) assumes it is symmetric which is not
the case, especially at short distances (Fig. 9) (Carpenter and Bithell, 2000).
Asymmetry is a property that BCa confidence intervals can cope with
better than percentile confidence intervals—Carpenter and Bithell (2000)
compared a range of confidence interval methods and for non-parametric
problems consistently found Efron’s bias-corrected and accelerated (BCa)
method best due to its low theoretical coverage errors for approximating
the exact confidence interval, i.e. O(N) ∼ N−1 under some assumptions,
also known as “second-order correct coverage”, while a percentile confidence
interval is first-order correct at best (Efron, 1987). The BCa method is an
automatic algorithm that transforms a distribution of bootstrap calculations
by normalisation to stabilise its variance so that a confidence interval can
be constructed, then back-transforms it (Efron, 1987). It can be calculated
using the coxed R package (Kropko and Harden, 2019).
3.4.4. Distance band sets
Although the tau statistic is non-unique as it is dependent on the dis-
tance band set chosen (Pollington et al., 2019), the potential variation in τ
estimates from this choice is of interest. From analysing cases’ pairwise dis-
tances we propose a reasonable distance band set, i.e. ∆ = {0-7, 7-15, 15-20,
20-25, 25-30, . . . , 195-200m}7 as a comparison to Lessler et al.’s overlapping
set {0-10, 0-12, 0-14, . . . , 0-50, 2-52, 4-54, . . . , 74-124m} and test these using
7each distance band is still a half-closed interval
18
N = 2,500 under the MMPB method.
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4. Results & discussion
4.1. Dataset description
We analyse an infectious disease dataset of measles in children from case
households in Hagelloch, Germany in 1861 ([dataset]Meyer et al., 2017). The
epidemic over a small ∼280 x 240m2 area lasted nearly three months and five
distinct generations can be discerned from the epidemic curve (Fig. 3). Out of
the 197 under-14 year olds, 185 became infected, along with three teenagers,
leaving 377 remaining teenagers and adults uninfected (Neal and Roberts,
2004). There is weak signal of direct transmission between cases because
some nearby households share similar plot colours (Fig. 5).
4.2. Graphical hypothesis tests: global envelopes vs pointwise CIs
There is moderately strong evidence against the hypothesis of no spa-
tiotemporal clustering (p-value ∈ [0, 0·014]) based on constructing the global
envelope around τ = 1 under the null hypothesis (Fig. 6), and thus we con-
clude that the data X is inconsistent with the null model (H0 : τ = 1).
So we turn to the alternative hypothesis, which is that there is clustering
and/or inhibition. Fig. 6 suggests there is clustering at short distances and
inhibition at long distances.
Since previous papers8 used the incorrect pointwise CI approach to assess
whether there was clustering for the tau statistic or similar statistic, for which
a p-value is not available, it is not possible to compare our results to theirs.
8see footnote 4
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4.3. Number of bootstrap simulations
The endpoint estimate for clustering is Dˆ =36·0m with a (14·5, 58·0m)
95% percentile confidence interval over 100 bootstrapped simulations or (14·6,
58·5m) over 2,500 simulations (both CIs used 100% of simulations)—more
bootstrapped simulations do not appear to affect the precision, indeed in this
instance, N = 100 had a slightly smaller length (Fig. 7).
The point estimate Dˆ =36·0m is only 20% higher than the baseline clus-
tering range (30m). However, for the first time uncertainty can be quoted
with this value. It is likely that previous estimates derived via the improper
method of finding the distance at which the lower bound of the central en-
velope (around τˆ) touches τ = 1 underestimate this range. The plateauing
shape of τˆ(d) before it reaches τ = 1 contributes to the increased imprecision
in the estimate of Dˆ. This highlights the utility of a human assessing the
graph rather than rigidly using a τ = 1 threshold since for control purposes
it is likely that control over a 60m radius around an average case would have
the biggest gains over its first 15 metres with diminishing returns with the
non-linear increase in area for radii 15-60m (Fig. 7). The indifference to the
number of bootstrap estimates N may be due to the low number of cases
(n = 188), so that N = 100 bootstrap samples τˆ ∗ can adequately represent
the data X. We conjecture that a rule-of-thumb for determining the num-
ber of bootstrap samples N is to match it to the number of cases n in the
data; choosing more than this may be unnecessary. However, this requires
validation with a larger dataset.
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4.4. Bootstrap sampling: modified marked point vs resampled-index
Using the modified marked point bootstrap (MMPB) (§3.4.2) yields a
narrower envelope than the resampled-index bootstrap, leading to a 95%
BCa CI for Dˆ of (14·9, 46·6m); both CIs used 100% of simulations (Fig. 8).
If the tau point estimate had been shallower near the τ = 1 intercept then
the range of spatiotemporal clustering would be far larger and the benefit
of MMPB more apparent. Given the reasons why this method is better
(§3.4.2), we believe the resampled-index method will generally underestimate
this range.
The MMPB outperforms the resampled-index bootstrap because the lat-
ter loses a lot of pair information from resampling indices and avoiding self-
comparisons. This was checked empirically for the measles dataset: the tau
point estimate was computed on 188 x 187 = 35,156 unique pairs (we ignore
the fact that pairs are undirected i.e. |tj − ti| = |ti− tj|, without loss of gen-
erality). On average from 1,000 simulations, the resampled-index bootstrap
sampled from 119 unique people, leading to 119 x 118 unique pairs evalu-
ated or ∼ 39·9% of the original pairs. Of course many additional duplicate
pairs are used in the resampled-index bootstrap but we are only interested
in unique pair information that is retained. The MMPB only has 119 unique
mark functions, but each of them is compared with the other 187 cases,
leading to 63·3% of pairs being retained.
4.5. Confidence interval: BCa vs percentile
Histograms of the asymmetric distribution of D = {Di : τˆ ∗i (Di) = 1, i =
1, . . . , N} by number of bootstrapped samples indicate for both N = 100
or 2,500 samples that a percentile confidence interval gives a less precise
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estimate; both CIs used 100% of simulations (Fig. 9). The BCa method
takes a few minutes extra to compute and provides slightly narrower confi-
dence intervals than the original percentile confidence intervals (Fig. 9). The
resampled-index method appears to introduce positive skew (mean > me-
dian) in D whereas MMPB with sufficient samples (N = 2500) introduces a
slight negative skew. MMPB reduces the bias(D¯, Dˆ) (between mean/median
estimates of D and the point estimate Dˆ) from ∼10m to ∼5m, or ∼17% of
Dˆ.
4.6. Distance bands
Overlapping distance band sets appear to produce Dˆ estimates with more
variance 95% BCa CI(14·9, 46·6m) than non-overlapping sets CI(15·4, 26·1m)
(Fig. 10) but a clearer and smoother trend in tau with increasing distance;
both CIs used 100% of simulations. The non-overlapping confidence interval
also struggles to contain Dˆ (Fig. 10) because the simulations are more erratic
about τ = 1, the distribution of D is strongly bi-modal which even the
BCa technique cannot handle; increased volatility also results in multiple
intercepts with τ = 1, however for usability we prefer a single range of
clustering, given in this case by the overlapping ∆.
4.7. Public health importance of these results
The 20% increase in the radial parameter Dˆ (§4.3) from using the cor-
rected parameter estimation algorithm (§3.4) may not seem an important
difference for public health interventions, but their time and cost is pro-
portional to area and the areal increase is 44% since (assuming d1 = 0)
pi(1·2Dˆ)2/piDˆ2 = 1·44.
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5. Conclusion and recommendations for improved use
We have shown that for a measles dataset, clustering ranges estimated by
the tau statistic can be biased—mostly by the bootstrap sampling method
and to some degree the confidence interval type. Using a modified marked
point bootstrap and BCa confidence intervals resulted in bias reductions
equivalent to increasing the clustering area of elevated odds by 44%. We are
keen to contribute these improvements in future versions of IDSpatialStats
package. The results and explanations (given in §4) supports these recom-
mendations:
• the modified marked point bootstrap should be used to simulate τˆ
instead of the resampled-index method that could lead to underesti-
mation of the clustering range.
• BCa rather than percentile confidence intervals should obtain better
coverage when the distribution of tau simulations τˆ ∗ is non-symmetric.
Tau statistic limitations. If geolocations do not spatially coincide with the
infection event, then like childhood influenza that is commonly spread in
schools as well as households, the signal of clustering is likely to be weakened.
It is unclear how second-order correlation functions like the tau statistic and
Ripley’s K function, originally founded in spatiotemporal point processes
with continuous support in R2, behave for spatially discrete data (Gabriel
and Diggle, 2009).
Distance band set choice [d1, d2) within ∆ clearly affects the smoothness
of the point estimate, Dˆ and its precision. A better understanding of how
to choose distance bands for a given purpose is now needed. It is also not
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possible to tell the number of bootstrap samples N required as a function of
the number of cases n, until more studies are analysed; this is hampered by
the lack of modern open access datasets containing geolocation and disease
onset times because of (valid) privacy concerns. It is also unknown how the
time-relatedness interval choice [T1, T2] (where zij = 1((tj−ti) ∈ [T1, T2])) bi-
ases the tau statistic through inclusion of extraneous co-primary or secondary
cases—we will investigate these limitations in future work.
* * *
We encourage the adoption of the statistical protocol described (Fig. Graph-
ical abstract) to properly test for clustering, and if appropriate estimate its
range. Control programmes are being informed by the tau statistic and ap-
plying these bias-reduction methods will improve its accuracy and future
health decisions.
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10. Figures
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Figure 1: A single distance band half-closed annulus of radii [d1, d2) with another case j
in it, around an average case i with distance separation dij .
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Figure 2: The incorrect methods employed by most reviewed papers (see footnote 4) are
either ‘central envelopes’ (a, left), or ‘null envelopes’ (b, right) to test the hypothesis of
clustering and estimate the range of clustering parameter Dˆ simultaneously (Pollington
et al., 2019). The single red line τ = 1 represents no spatiotemporal clustering. Grey
lines indicate a) negative exponential lines with Normal noise to characterise a series of
bootstrapped estimates τˆ∗ of a typical tau function, or b) a line at τ = 1 with Normal
noise to represent simulations of τ = 1 for null envelope construction; black lines mark out
the envelope bounds. The blue line represents a simulated empirical tau point estimate
τˆ(d). We separate these into hypothesis testing and parameter estimation in §3.3 & §3.4,
respectively. 36
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Figure 3: Epidemic curve of the 188 childhood measles cases in Hagelloch, Germany
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Midpoint of the distance band, from an average case (m)
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Figure 4: Baseline result: a reasonable reproduction of Lessler et al (Lessler et al., 2016,
Fig. 4C). Note that the end of the clustering range identified by Lessler et al uses their
standard convention where the lower bound intersects τ = 1 (14·5m or ∼15m) (however we
do not endorse this). But as the midpoint of the distance band is shown (i.e. 1/2(d1 +d2)),
means [0, 30m] is the actual range that would be interpreted rather than “up to 15m”
(Lessler et al., 2016) (Lessler has kindly confirmed this by email communication on 26
August 2019). Note how both envelopes superimpose—validating our program against
the established IDSpatialStats package.
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Figure 5: Spacetime points of cases’ locations with onset times as colour marks. It reveals
multiple case households. There is a weak indication of cases in nearby households (∼50m
apart) having a similar colour (and thus onset) which may indicate direct transmission up
to this distance. Cases jittered by the Uniform distribution up to 2m, separately in x and
y dimensions.
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Distance band endpoint (d2) at 2m increments, from an average case (m)
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Figure 6: Global envelope test, ‘extreme rank’ type, two-sided at 95% significance level us-
ing 2,500 simulations of the null hypothesis (H0 : no spatiotemporal clustering i.e. τ = 1).
Note there is a region where τˆ just exits the global envelope lower bound (suggesting inhi-
bition at far distances) as well as the obvious departure above the upper bound (suggesting
clustering at close distances). We are confident that we are simulating H0 because the me-
dian simulation stays close to τ = 1 throughout. Distance band start points d1 = 0 ∀d2 ∈
[0, 50m], then ∀d2 >50m, (d2 − d1) = 50m.
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Distance band midpoint (1/2(d1 + d2)) at 2m increments, from an average case (m)
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Figure 7: Effect on Dˆ precision using resampled index bootstrap sampling. Both CIs used
100% of simulations. Dˆ = 36·0m; N = 100: 95% BCa CI(14·5, 58·0m); N = 2500: CI(14·6,
58·5m). Distance band set:={0-10, 0-12, 0-14, . . . , 0-50, 2-52, 4-54, . . . , 74-124m}.
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Distance band midpoint (1/2(d1 + d2)) at 2m increments
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Figure 8: Effect of bootstrap sampling method on Dˆ precision. Resampled index 95% BCa
CI(14·7, 60·0m); modified marked point bootstrap CI(14·9, 46·6m); both CIs used 100%
of simulations. Distance band set:={0-10, 0-12, 0-14, . . . , 0-50, 2-52, 4-54, . . . , 74-124m}.
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Figure 9: Distribution of D, by number of bootstrapped samples (N=100 top row or
N=2500 bottom row) or by bootstrap sampling method (left = resampled-index, right =
modified marked point(MMPB)). D is defined as the set of samples from the sampling
distribution of values Dˆ i.e D = {Di : τˆ∗i (Di) = 1, i = 1, . . . , N}. Vertical dotted lines
indicate the τˆ point estimate (red), mean (green) and median (blue) of the bootstrapped
tau estimates. The resampled-index both has positive skew as the mean estimate is greater
than the median estimate, whereas the MMPB both has a negative skew. All bootstrap
estimations have a negative bias with respect to mean or median summary measures versus
the point estimate, of approximately ∼10m for the resampled-index or approximately ∼5m
for the MMPB. The data points that constructed Figure a’s confidence interval are from
Fig. 7 (n=100 simulations) while figures c & d are from Figure 8; all four CIs used 100%
of simulations. Distance band set as Figure 8.
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Distance band midpoint (1/2(d1 + d2)), from an average case (m)
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 See caption for details. 
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Figure 10: Effect of distance band set on Dˆ precision. Overlapping set (Lessler et al.):={0-
10, 0-12, 0-14, . . . , 0-50, 2-52, 4-54, . . . , 74-124m} and non-overlapping:={0-, 7-, 15-, 20-,
25-, . . . , 195m-}. Non-overlapping sets yield a more erratic point estimate τˆ yet tighter
95% BCa CI (15·4, 26·1m) versus (14·9, 46·6m) however on further investigation the
distribution of D is heavily bimodal; both CIs used 100% of simulations.
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Figure 11: Modified marked point bootstrap (MMPB) method compared against the orig-
inal Loh & Stein marked point bootstrap for the tau statistic. The latter’s envelope τˆ∗
poorly covers τˆ at short distances and leads to over-bias in τˆ at large distances; note that
only 77·4% of tau bootstrap simulations τˆ∗ contribute to the Loh & Stein’s CI compared
to 100% for MMPB.
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1 Prerequisites before your first knit of this document
Correct knitting of this document and use of the tau functions (section link) requires cloning
the GitHub repository into an RStudio project (RStudio cmds: File > New Project > Version
Control > Git > repository URL = https://github.com/t-pollington/measles!makepublic)
(prior to publication this repo can be accessed via https://warwick.ac.uk/fac/sci/mathsys/
people/students/2015intake/pollington_tim/measles-master.zip) and then building the func-
tions necessary in RStudio before use (RStudio cmds: Build > Configure Build Tools and
setting package directory to yourchoice/measles/tauodds and then in the top-right Build pane
choose Install and Restart); this is why we require devtools package to be installed earlier.
Sometimes if an error appears when building in RStudio’s Build pane then you will need to
check your RStudio is running the 64-bit R in Tools > Global Options > General> Basic tab
> R Sessions > R version box. Also in the Build pane just choosing More > Clean & Rebuild
can fix the problem.
You may also need to install the following R packages and be running RStudio as administrator to install
them (this is useful anyway for modifying the file structure of your cloned repository).
# install.packages(pkgs = c("IDSpatialStats","surveillance","latex2exp",
# "scales","GET","devtools","coxed"))
# You'll need to copy and paste them uncommented into your R console to run.
If you haven’t compiled LaTeX before on your Windows OS then downloading the tinytex package and
running tinytex::install_tinytex() can help. Also Replace & Find in RStudio (Ctrl+Shift+J) the file
paths /home/tim/measles/figs & /home/tim/measles/intrmd8 that may require amending according to
the system filepath that your cloned repository is in.
2 Introduction
Our code examines how the different aspects of tau statistic implementation may affect the range of spatiotem-
poral clustering, by comparing against the standard analysis (Lessler et al. 2016)—a measles dataset(Neal and
Roberts 2004; Oesterle 1992; Pfeilsticker 1863) with the time-relatedness interval defined as [T1 = 0, T2 = 14]
and an overlapping distance band set. # How to use this document This .Rmd document can be knitted in
RStudio(RStudio Team 2019) to output a results .pdf file for easier printing or device accessibility. It is
composed of chunks that all run when the document is knit to print the results, or they can be run separately
in RStudio (note: they may depend on variables from earlier chunks having been run). A References section
is provided (section link). Other sections are cross-linked throughout using “(section link)” internal links.
Cloning our GitHub repository makes sense if you want to easily amend code or find errors. Please contact
before doing a Pull request to save you time in case we can answer the error you have found.
For reproducibility we provide the set.seed numbers for initialising any use of random number generations
in the analysis from jittering to bootstrap sampling. Major outputs are also saved.
For computer-intensive chunks we indicate typical runtimes1 and load the pre-run graph instead, and use
eval = F to skip the chunk; this can be relaxed by changing to eval = T for the chunk(s) of interest.1 We
also do data checks and tests to show the code runs as expected. All code was run in R v3·6·1(R Core
Team 2019) on RStudio® v1·2·5001 in Linux® Mint™ 19·2 Tina operating system.
1based on a Dell™ Precision M2800 laptop with Intel® Core™ i7-4810MQ CPU @ 2·80GHz × 8 with 16MB RAM
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3 Descriptive analyses on the Hagelloch measles dataset
3.1 Dataset check
We use the open access Hagelloch dataset from the surveillance R package(Meyer, Held, and Höhle 2017).
Like Lessler et al’s shared code (unpublished) we take the start of the prodromal period (tPRO) as the start
of onset. There are 188 cases, one data row per case. In a reduced version of the dataset (X), all five variables
have reasonable ranges and data types as shown below.
rm(list = ls()) # clear the R workspace
data("hagelloch", package = "surveillance")
library(surveillance)
help("hagelloch") # load dataset info in RStudio's Help pane
rm(hagelloch) # additional time series object that loads is not required
# X = {house no, patient no, x/y-location, prodromal start}
X = subset(hagelloch.df, select = c("HN","PN","x.loc","y.loc","tPRO"))
dim(X)
## [1] 188 5
str(X) # data types as expected
## 'data.frame': 188 obs. of 5 variables:
## $ HN : int 61 61 61 62 63 63 23 69 69 31 ...
## $ PN : int 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 ...
## $ x.loc: num 142 142 142 165 145 ...
## $ y.loc: num 100 100 100 102 120 ...
## $ tPRO : num 22.7 24.2 29.6 28.1 23.1 ...
length(unique(X$HN)) # 56 case hhlds
## [1] 56
length(unique(X$PN)) == length(X$PN) # all PN unique. PASS
## [1] TRUE
apply(X,2,range) # no gaps in the PNs PASS, reasonable ranges for the others
## HN PN x.loc y.loc tPRO
## [1,] 2 1 7.5 5 0.7349822
## [2,] 80 188 280.0 240 86.6882978
sum(is.na(X)) + sum(is.null(X)) + sum(apply(X, 2, is.nan)) # PASS
## [1] 0
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# Remove PN as all found to be unique.
X = subset(hagelloch.df, select = c("x.loc","y.loc","tPRO","HN"))
3.2 About the epidemic
SI.mean = 14.9 # mean serial interval (days) from Cori et al 2013, Table 1, p1507
tPRO.range = c(floor(min(X$tPRO)), ceiling(max(X$tPRO)))
round(diff(range(X$tPRO))/SI.mean) # approximate number of generations covered
## [1] 6
hist(X$tPRO, xlab="Onset time (days)", ylab="Measles cases", main=NULL,
breaks = seq.int(tPRO.range[1], tPRO.range[2], by = 1),xaxs="i", yaxs="i", col = "black",
xaxt = "n",
panel.first = {
grid(NA,10,lty = 3,lwd = 0.5, col = "grey")
})
axis(1, at=c(0,23,47,60,87), labels=c(0,23,47,60,87), col.axis="black", las=1)
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The epidemic lasts nearly 3 months which could have covered up to ~6 disease generations based on
estimated serial intervals for this specific epidemic(Cori et al. 2013). Five generations can be discerned
from the epidemic curve of this propagated epidemic.
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setwd("/home/tim/measles/figs")
pdf("Re.pdf")
hist(X$tPRO, xlab="Study time (days)", ylab="Measles cases", main=NULL,
breaks = seq.int(tPRO.range[1],tPRO.range[2],by = 1), xaxs="i", yaxs="i", xaxt = "n",
yaxt = "n", col = "black", panel.first = {
grid(NA,10,lty = 3,lwd = 0.5, col = "grey")
})
axis(2, at=c(0,5,10,15,20), labels=c(0,5,10,15,20), col.axis="black", las=1)
axis(1, at=c(0,23,47,60,80,87), labels=c(0,23,47,60,80,""), col.axis="black", las=1)
dev.off()
3.3 Spatiotemporal plots
# generate STplot----
# define palette----
set.seed(seed = 2)
df = data.frame(x = X$x.loc, y = X$y.loc, t = X$tPRO)
rbPal = colorRampPalette(colors = c("red","blue")) # plot colours ranging red to blue
df$col = rbPal(10)[as.numeric(cut(df$t, breaks = 10))] # coloured deciles
setwd("/home/tim/measles/figs")
pdf("STplot.pdf")
# jitter in x & y separately, using Uniform[-2,+2] distribution .
plot(jitter(X$x.loc,amount = 2), jitter(X$y.loc,amount = 2), col = df$col, main = NULL,
xlab = latex2exp::TeX('$x$ (m)'), ylab = latex2exp::TeX('$y$ (m)'), xaxs="i", yaxs="i",
pch = 20, cex = 2, xlim = c((min(X$x.loc)-5),(max(X$x.loc)+5)),
ylim = c((min(X$y.loc)-5),(max(X$y.loc)+5)))
par(xpd=TRUE)
legend.text = c("1-9","10-19","20-28","29-38","39-47","48-57","58-67","68-76","77-86",
"87")
legend("top", inset = -0.12, title = "Onset time decile (days)", legend = legend.text,
col = rbPal(10), pch = 20, cex = 0.6, pt.cex = 2.5, horiz = T)
dev.off()
The study window was a ~280m x 240m rectangle. Households have single or multiple cases. The jittered
plot shows that household cases often have very similar onsets because they share the same colour. Nearby
houses also tend to share similar onsets to their neighbours but there are exceptions; the range in which the
onsets are similar is likely of the order of tens of metres.
# fig_label() from @January2017 for later figure labelling----
fig_label <- function(text, region="figure", pos="topleft", cex=NULL, ...) {
region <- match.arg(region, c("figure", "plot", "device"))
pos <- match.arg(pos, c("topleft", "top", "topright",
"left", "center", "right",
"bottomleft", "bottom", "bottomright"))
if(region %in% c("figure", "device")) {
ds <- dev.size("in")
# xy coordinates of device corners in user coordinates
x <- grconvertX(c(0, ds[1]), from="in", to="user")
y <- grconvertY(c(0, ds[2]), from="in", to="user")
# fragment of the device we use to plot
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Figure 1: Spatial plot of cases’ locations (jittered) with colour marks for onset date
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if(region == "figure") {
# account for the fragment of the device that
# the figure is using
fig <- par("fig")
dx <- (x[2] - x[1])
dy <- (y[2] - y[1])
x <- x[1] + dx * fig[1:2]
y <- y[1] + dy * fig[3:4]
}
}
# much simpler if in plotting region
if(region == "plot") {
u <- par("usr")
x <- u[1:2]
y <- u[3:4]
}
sw <- strwidth(text, cex=cex) * 60/100
sh <- strheight(text, cex=cex) * 60/100
x1 <- switch(pos,
topleft =x[1] + sw,
left =x[1] + sw,
bottomleft =x[1] + sw,
top =(x[1] + x[2])/2,
center =(x[1] + x[2])/2,
bottom =(x[1] + x[2])/2,
topright =x[2] - sw,
right =x[2] - sw,
bottomright =x[2] - sw)
y1 <- switch(pos,
topleft =y[2] - sh,
top =y[2] - sh,
topright =y[2] - sh,
left =(y[1] + y[2])/2,
center =(y[1] + y[2])/2,
right =(y[1] + y[2])/2,
bottomleft =y[1] + sh,
bottom =y[1] + sh,
bottomright =y[1] + sh)
old.par <- par(xpd=NA)
on.exit(par(old.par))
text(x1, y1, text, cex=cex, ...)
return(invisible(c(x,y)))
}
Third-party code assists us with figure labelling(January 2017).
4 Tau functions
The actual tau functions as coded in the C language and saved as a .cpp file can be found in the
./tauodds/src/*.cpp based on adaptations from the original IDSpatialStats code(Lessler and Giles
2018).
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4.1 Defining tau functions
# faster version of IDSpatialStats::get.tau()----
summonTau = function(X.region, r.min, r.max, T1, T2){
tau = tauodds::getTau2OddsMeasles(X.region[,"x"], X.region[,"y"], X.region[,"tPRO"],
r.min, r.max, as.integer(1:nrow(X.region)), T1, T2)
return(tau)
}
# faster version of IDSpatialStats::get.tau.bootstrap()----
summonTauBstrap = function(X.region, r.min, r.max, bootiters, T1, T2){
tauboots = matrix(NA, nrow = bootiters, ncol = length(r.max))
for (i in 1:bootiters) {
inds = sample(nrow(X.region), replace = T)
tauboots[i,] = tauodds::getTau2OddsMeasles(X.region[,"x"], X.region[,"y"],
X.region[,"tPRO"], r.min, r.max, as.integer(inds), T1, T2)
}
return(tauboots)
}
# faster version of IDSpatialStats::get.tau.bootstrap() which ignores and repeats----
# bootstrapped estimate if any Inf values are computed. Necessary for
# GET::global_envelope_test
summonTauBstrapnoinfs = function(X.region, r.min, r.max, bootiters, T1, T2){
tauboots = matrix(NA, nrow = bootiters, ncol = length(r.max))
i = 1
while (i <= bootiters) {
inds = sample(nrow(X.region), replace = T)
tauboots[i,] = tauodds::getTau2OddsMeasles(X.region[,"x"], X.region[,"y"],
X.region[,"tPRO"], r.min, r.max, as.integer(inds), T1, T2)
if(sum(is.infinite(tauboots[i,]))==0){
i = i + 1
}
}
return(tauboots)
}
# faster version of IDSpatialStats::get.tau.bootstrap() using Loh & Stein's marked----
# point bootstrap
summonTauBstraploh = function(X.region, r.min, r.max, bootiters, T1, T2){
tauboots = matrix(NA, nrow = bootiters, ncol = length(r.max))
for (i in 1:bootiters) {
inds = sample(nrow(X.region), replace = T)
tauboots[i,] = tauodds::getTau2Loh(X.region[,"x"], X.region[,"y"], X.region[,"tPRO"],
r.min, r.max, as.integer(inds), T1, T2)
}
return(tauboots)
}
# faster version of IDSpatialStats::get.tau.bootstrap() using modified Loh & Stein's
# marked point bootstrap----
summonTauBstraplohv2 = function(X.region, r.min, r.max, bootiters, T1, T2){
tauboots = matrix(NA, nrow = bootiters, ncol = length(r.max))
for (i in 1:bootiters) {
inds = sample(nrow(X.region),replace = T)
tauboots[i,] = tauodds::getTau2Lohv2(X.region[,"x"], X.region[,"y"], X.region[,"tPRO"],
r.min, r.max, as.integer(inds), T1, T2)
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}
return(tauboots)
}
# obtains percentile CIs from summonTauBstrap() result----
summonTauCI <- function(tauboots,r.max){
tau.ci = matrix(nrow=2, ncol=length(r.max))
for (i in 1:length(r.max)) {
tau.ci[,i] = quantile(tauboots[,i], probs=c(0.025, 0.975), type = 7)
}
return(tau.ci)
}
4.2 Toy problem to validate them
We use a toy system of 5 cases to test IDSpatialStats::get.tau.bootstrap() against these Tau functions
defined above. All came out fine versus non-computer calculations.
# specify the toy system----
toy = matrix(c(0,0,1,0,1,2,1,0,5,1,1,14,1,2,9), nrow = 5, ncol = 3,
dimnames = list(NULL,c("x","y","t")), byrow = T)
toy.r.max = c(1.1,2) # two distance bands
toy.r.min = c(0,1.1)
hagg.func <- function(a, b, tlimit=4){ # with a time-relatedness interval of
# [T_1 = 0, T_2 = 4]
if(abs(a[3]-b[3]) <= tlimit){rc=1}
else{rc=2}
return(rc)
}
# run Lessler's and our function on this----
set.seed(seed = 1)
IDSpatialStats::get.tau.bootstrap(toy, hagg.func, r = toy.r.max, r.low = toy.r.min,
boot.iter = 1, comparison.type = "independent") # the inds that get.tau.bootstrap() used
## [,1] [,2]
## [1,] 3.5 0
# were read from additional print statements added to their code and input into ours.
inds = c(1,4,1,2,5) # this is the inds that is used for get.tau.bootstrap as printed off
# when it had an extra printf statement in the get.tau.bootstrap program
tauodds::getTau2OddsMeasles(toy[,"x"], toy[,"y"], toy[,"t"], toy.r.min, toy.r.max,
as.integer(inds), 0, 4) # matches paper calculation
## [1] 3.5 0.0
tauodds::getTau2Loh(toy[,"x"], toy[,"y"], toy[,"t"], toy.r.min, toy.r.max,
as.integer(inds), 0, 4) # matches paper calculation
## [1] 0.50 0.25
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4.3 Loading Lessler measles setup to validate tau functions
# the following code is abridged from that kindly provided by Lessler et al of their
# measles analysis----
hag.dat = cbind(hagelloch.df$x.loc, hagelloch.df$y.loc, hagelloch.df$tPRO)
colnames(hag.dat) = c("x","y","tPRO")
hagg.func<-function(a,b,tlimit=14){ # time-relatedness interval [T_1 = 0, T_2 = 14]
if(abs(a[3]-b[3]) <= tlimit){rc=1}
else{rc=2}
return(rc)
}
dist.gap = 50
r.max = seq(10,125,2)
r.min = r.max-dist.gap
r.min[which(r.min < 0)] = 0
r.mid = (r.max+r.min)/2
4.4 The baseline: validation against Lessler et al’s published graph
# generate Lessler's measles analysis by running their function and ours----
tau.hagg = IDSpatialStats::get.tau(hag.dat, hagg.func, r=r.max, r.low=r.min,
comparison.type = "independent") # note in IDSpatialStats functions the r.min & r.max
# order is swapped
set.seed(seed = 2)
ptm = proc.time()
tau.ci = IDSpatialStats::get.tau.ci(hag.dat, hagg.func, r=r.max, r.low=r.min,
boot.iter=100, comparison.type = "independent")
proc.time() - ptm # 32·982s
set.seed(seed = 2) # same seed for fair comparison
ptm = proc.time()
tauCItmp = summonTauBstrap(as.matrix(hag.dat), r.min, r.max, bootiters = 100, T1 = 0,
T2 = 14)
tauCI = summonTauCI(tauCItmp, r.max)
proc.time() - ptm # 1·148s
setwd("/home/tim/measles/intrmd8")
save(tau.hagg, file = "tau.hagg.RData")
# plot our reproduction of Lessler's analysis----
setwd("/home/tim/measles/figs")
pdf("taureproduction.pdf")
plot(r.mid, tau.hagg, ylim=c(0.6,max(tau.ci[2,])+0.5), type="l", log="y", xlim=c(0,100),
yaxt="n", axes=F, xaxs="i", yaxs="i", col = "black",
xlab = "Midpoint of the distance band, from an average case (m)",
ylab = latex2exp::TeX('$\\tau (d_1,d_2)$'))
axis(2, las=1, at=c(0.6,1,2,5,12), labels = c("0·6","1","2·0","5·0","12·0"))
axis(1, las=1)
abline(h=1, lty=2, col=1)
lines(r.mid, tauCI[1,], lty = 2, col = "green")
lines(r.mid, tauCI[2,], lty = 2, col = "green")
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lines(r.mid, tau.ci[1,], lty = 3, col = "slategrey")
lines(r.mid, tau.ci[2,], lty = 3, col = "slategrey")
abline(v = 14.5, col = "red")
legend(x = 50, y = 8, legend=c(latex2exp::TeX('$\\hat{\\tau}$ point estimate'),
"95% pointwise envelope (our function)",
"95% pointwise envelope (IDSpatialStats)","End of clustering (defined by Lessler et al)"),
col=c("black", "green", "slategrey","red"), lty=c(1,2,3,1), cex=0.7, yjust = 0.5)
dev.off()
# graphical abstract version----
pdf("taureproduction.ga.pdf")
plot(r.mid, tau.hagg, ylim=c(0.6,max(tau.ci[2,])+0.5), type="l", xlim=c(0,100), yaxt="n",
axes=F, xaxs="i", yaxs="i", col = "black", log = "y",
xlab = latex2exp::TeX('Distance from average case, $d$'), ylab = "", lwd = 2, cex.lab = 2)
mtext(latex2exp::TeX('$\\tau$'), side = 2, cex = 2, las = 1, line = 2)
axis(2, las=1, at=c(0.6,1,12.0), labels = c("0·6","1","12"), cex = 2)
axis(1, las=1, at = c(0,50,100), labels = c("0","50","100"), cex = 2)
abline(h=1, lty=2, col=1)
lines(r.mid, tauCI[1,], col = "slategrey", lwd = 2)
lines(r.mid, tauCI[2,], col = "slategrey", lwd = 2)
dev.off()
summonTauBstrap() is faster than IDSpatialStats equivalent (1·148s vs 32·982s). It still outputs a
similar version to Lessler’s albeit a difference due to different ways of dividing up and ordering the call of
sample(..., seed = ) resulting in different seeds being used.
We are confident that seed = 2 produces a result identical to the original graph in (Lessler et al. 2016
Fig 4C p10/13) as the lower bound touches 14·5m which matches the “up to 15m” result in Lessler and
the CIs coincide perfectly. In fact due to the convention of plotting a distance band’s midpoint this refers
to clustering “up to 30m”; also the exact matchup of the confidence intervals shows that the faster code
emulates the original.
5 Hypothesis testing
5.1 Global Envelope Tests
We construct a global envelope around the null hypothesis H0 = no spatial clustering represented by τ = 1
(simulated by time mark permutations of the dataset). We assess if a region exists where the tau point
estimate is above the upper bound (or below the lower bound as a two-tailed test) of this null envelope,
using 2,500 iterations. A two-sided test is necessary as until you plot the graph you don’t know whether
there is clustering, inhibition or both.
# generate 'time mark'-permuted dataset. We have not produced a replacement function in
# this case----
set.seed(seed = 4)
ptm = proc.time()
hag.permute = IDSpatialStats::get.tau.permute(posmat = as.matrix(hag.dat),
fun = hagg.func, r = r.max, r.low = r.min, permutations = 2500,
comparison.type = "independent")
proc.time() - ptm # 875·221s ~ 15mins
setwd("/home/tim/measles/intrmd8")
save(hag.permute, file = "hag.permute.RData")
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Figure 2: Reproducing Lessler et al’s Fig4C using our own tau functions
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# create curve set for null hypothesis for GET----
load(file = "tau.hagg.RData")
curveset = GET::create_curve_set(list(r = r.max, obs = tau.hagg, sim_m = t(hag.permute)))
res.cr = GET::global_envelope_test(curve_sets = curveset, type = "rank", alpha = 0.05,
alternative = c("two.sided"), ties = "erl", probs = c(0.025, 0.975), quantile.type = 7,
central = "median")
round(attr(res.cr,"p_interval"), digits = 3) # p-value range
# GET plot----
setwd("/home/tim/measles/figs")
pdf("get.pdf")
plot(NULL, xlim = c(0,100), ylim = c(min(res.cr$lo),max(res.cr$obs)), xaxt = "n",
yaxt = "n", xaxs = "i", yaxs = "i", ylab = latex2exp::TeX('$\\tau (d_1,d_2)$'),
xlab = latex2exp::TeX(
'Distance band endpoint ($d_2$) at 2m increments, from an average case (m)'))
for (i in 1:2500) {
lines(r.max, hag.permute[i,], col = scales::alpha("grey", alpha = 0.3))
}
axis(2, las=1, at=c(0.7,1,2,3,4), labels = c("0·7","1","2·0","3·0","4·0"))
axis(1)
lines(res.cr$r, res.cr$lo, col = "slategrey")
lines(res.cr$r, res.cr$hi, col = "slategrey")
lines(res.cr$r, res.cr$central, col = "red")
lines(res.cr$r, res.cr$obs)
abline(h=1, lty = 2)
legend(x = 55, y = 3, legend=c(latex2exp::TeX('$\\hat{\\tau}$ point estimate'),
"95% global envelope",latex2exp::TeX('simulations of $H_0$'), " median simulation",
latex2exp::TeX('$\\tau = 1$')), col=c("black", "slategrey", "grey", "red", "black"),
lty=c(1,1,1,1,2), cex=0.7, yjust = 0.5)
par(xpd = TRUE)
mtext(side = 3, text = latex2exp::TeX('p-value$\\in\\lbrack$ 0,0·014 $\\rbrack$'),
outer = 0)
dev.off()
# graphical abstract version----
r.max1 = r.max[1:46]
res.cr1 = res.cr[1:46]
hag.permute1 = hag.permute[,1:46]
pdf("get.ga.pdf")
plot(NULL, xlim = c(10,100), ylim = c(min(res.cr1$lo),max(res.cr1$obs)), xaxt = "n",
yaxt = "n", xaxs = "i", yaxs = "i", ylab = "",
xlab = latex2exp::TeX(
'$d$'), lwd = 2, cex.lab = 2)
mtext(latex2exp::TeX('$\\tau$'), side = 2, cex = 2, las = 1, line = 2)
for (i in 1:2500) {
lines(r.max1, hag.permute1[i,], col = scales::alpha("grey", alpha = 0.3), lwd = 2)
}
axis(2, las=1, at=c(0.7,1,4), labels = c("0·7","1","4·0"), cex = 2)
axis(1, las=1, at=c(10, 50, 100), labels = c("10","50","100"), cex = 2)
lines(res.cr1$r, res.cr1$lo, col = "slategrey", lwd = 2)
lines(res.cr1$r, res.cr1$hi, col = "slategrey", lwd = 2)
lines(res.cr1$r, res.cr1$obs, lwd = 2)
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lines(res.cr1$r[1:10], res.cr1$obs[1:10], lwd = 4)
lines(x = c(res.cr1$r[10],res.cr1$r[10]+0.6*(res.cr1$r[11] - res.cr1$r[10])), y = c(res.cr1$obs[10],res.cr1$obs[10]+0.6*(res.cr1$obs[11] - res.cr1$obs[10])), lwd = 4, col = "black")
lines(res.cr1$r[44:46], res.cr1$obs[44:46], lwd = 4)
lines(x = c(10,100), y = c(1,1), lty = 2, lwd = 2)
par(xpd = TRUE)
mtext(side = 3, text = latex2exp::TeX('p-value$\\in\\lbrack$ 0,0·014 $\\rbrack$'),
outer = 0, cex = 2)
dev.off()
6 Parameter estimation of Dˆ—the distance range of spatiotempo-
ral clustering
The ciIntercept() function identifies the values of d where τ(dˆ) = 1 for the d.envelope.
6.1 Number of bootstrap estimates
# generate 100 and 2500 bootstrap estimates----
set.seed(seed = 5)
ptm = proc.time()
tauCItmp2500noinfs = summonTauBstrapnoinfs(as.matrix(hag.dat), r.min, r.max,
bootiters = 2500, T1 = 0, T2 = 14)
proc.time() - ptm # 21·955s
setwd("/home/tim/measles/intrmd8")
save(tauCItmp2500noinfs, file = "tauCItmp2500noinfs.RData")
set.seed(seed = 6)
tauCItmp100noinfs = summonTauBstrapnoinfs(as.matrix(hag.dat), r.min, r.max,
bootiters = 100, T1 = 0, T2 = 14)
save(tauCItmp100noinfs, file = "tauCItmp100noinfs.RData")
# ciIntercept() function----
ciIntercept <- function(n.sim, mid.set, tau.sim) {
j.max = length(mid.set)
# now define d.envelope
alwaysabove1 = 0
d.envelope = NULL
for (i in 1:n.sim) {
j = 1
if(tau.sim[i,j] > 1){ # else ignore simulation as starting from below tau = 1
stillabove1 = T
while (stillabove1 & (j < j.max)) {
j = j + 1
if(tau.sim[i,j] <= 1){ # else it stays above tau = 1 until the next j is tested
stillabove1 = F
root.tau1 = ((1-tau.sim[i,(j-1)])*(mid.set[j]-mid.set[j-1])/
(tau.sim[i,j]-tau.sim[i,(j-1)]))+mid.set[j-1]
d.envelope = c(d.envelope, root.tau1)
}
}
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Figure 3: Global Envelope Test
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if(stillabove1 & j==j.max){
alwaysabove1 = alwaysabove1 + 1
}
}
}
# print warnings as if the value is much below 100% then a CI can't be constructed as
# it has not been drawn from a random sample.
print(paste0("sims cross tau = 1 from above = ",length(d.envelope)/n.sim*100,"%"))
print(paste0("alwaysabove1 = ",alwaysabove1/n.sim*100,"%"))
return(d.envelope)
}
Note that some chunks have had warning=FALSE set to silence messages about “pch value ‘255’ is invalid in
this locale”. Running code appears to plot the graphs as intended.
# compute d.envelope by number of bootstrap estimates (100 or 2500)----
setwd("/home/tim/measles/intrmd8")
load(file = "tau.hagg.RData")
load(file = "tauCItmp2500noinfs.RData")
load(file = "tauCItmp100noinfs.RData")
d.envelope2500 = ciIntercept(2500, mid.set = r.mid, tau.sim = tauCItmp2500noinfs)
d.envelope100 = ciIntercept(100, mid.set = r.mid, tau.sim = tauCItmp100noinfs)
quantile(d.envelope2500, probs = c(0.025,0.975))
quantile(d.envelope100, probs = c(0.025,0.975))
save(d.envelope2500, file = "d.envelope2500.RData")
save(d.envelope100, file = "d.envelope100.RData")
# compute where on d-axis the point estimate intercepts tau(d) = 1----
firstbelow1 = which(tau.hagg < 1)[1] # when does the point estimate first fall below tau=1
y1 = tau.hagg[firstbelow1-1]
y2 = tau.hagg[firstbelow1]
x1 = r.mid[firstbelow1-1]
x2 = r.mid[firstbelow1]
m = (y2-y1)/(x2-x1)
dintercept.pointestimate = (1+m*x1-y1)/m
rm(m,y1,y2,x1,x2) # removed to prevent confusions as used in later chunks
dintercept.pointestimate = ((1-tau.hagg[firstbelow1-1])*
(r.mid[firstbelow1]-r.mid[firstbelow1-1])/
(tau.hagg[firstbelow1]-tau.hagg[firstbelow1-1]))+r.mid[firstbelow1-1]
dintercept.pointestimate
save(dintercept.pointestimate, file = "dintercept.pointestimate.RData")
setwd("/home/tim/measles/figs")
pdf("nbstrap.pdf")
plot(NULL, xlim = c(0,100), log="y", ylim = c(min(tauCItmp2500noinfs),
max(tauCItmp2500noinfs)), xaxt = "n", yaxt = "n", xaxs = "i", yaxs = "i",
ylab = latex2exp::TeX('$\\tau (d_1,d_2)$'),
xlab = latex2exp::TeX(
'Distance band midpoint ($1/2(d_1 + d_2)$) at 2m increments, from an average case (m)'))
for (i in 1:2500) {
lines(r.mid, tauCItmp2500noinfs[i,], col = scales::alpha("grey", alpha = 0.2))
}
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for (i in 1:100) {
lines(r.mid, tauCItmp100noinfs[i,], col = scales::alpha("green", alpha = 0.2))
}
axis(2, las=1, at=c(0.5,1,2,4,8,16,32,64,93), labels = c("0·5","1","2·0","4·0","8·0",
"16·0","32·0","64·0","93·0"))
axis(1)
lines(x = c(0,100), y = c(1,1), lty = 2) # as abline seems to overlap
par(lend=1);
lines(x = as.numeric(quantile(d.envelope2500, probs = c(0.025,0.975))), y=c(1.03,1.03),
type = "l", lwd = 5, col = "red")
lines(x = as.numeric(quantile(d.envelope100, probs = c(0.025,0.975))), y=c(0.97,0.97),
type = "l", lwd = 5, col = "blue")
lines(x=c(dintercept.pointestimate,dintercept.pointestimate), y = c(0.9,1.1), lwd = 2)
lines(r.mid, tau.hagg)
legend(x = 55, y = 8,
legend=c(latex2exp::TeX('$\\hat{\\tau}$ point estimate & $\\hat{D}$'),
latex2exp::TeX('$\\hat{\\underline{\\tau}}^*$ bootstrap estimate (N=2500)'),
latex2exp::TeX(' 95% percentile CI of $\\underline{D}$'),
latex2exp::TeX('$\\hat{\\underline{\\tau}}^*$ bootstrap estimate (N=100)'),
latex2exp::TeX(' 95% percentile CI of $\\underline{D}$'),
latex2exp::TeX('$\\tau = 1$')), col=c("black", "grey", "red", "green", "blue", "black"),
lty=c(1,1,1,1,1,2), lwd = c(1,1,5,1,5,1), pch = c(124,256,256,256,256,256), cex=0.7,
yjust = 0.5)
dev.off()
Bizarrely the number of bootstrap estimates of 100 versus 2500 don’t appear to impact the precision of
d.envelope; both CIs used 100% of simulations. We conjecture that as 100 is similar to the number of cases
(188), it can adequately represent the data.
setwd("/home/tim/measles/intrmd8")
load("d.envelope100.RData")
load("d.envelope2500.RData")
load("dintercept.pointestimate.RData")
setwd("/home/tim/measles/figs")
pdf("bootstraphist.pdf")
par(mfrow = c(1,2))
hist(d.envelope100, breaks = seq.int(0,90,10), xaxs = "i", yaxs = "i", main = "N=100",
xlab = latex2exp::TeX('Samples of $\\hat{D} (m)'))
abline(v = dintercept.pointestimate, lty = 2, lwd = 2, col = "red")
abline(v = mean(d.envelope100), lty = 2, lwd = 2, col = "green")
abline(v = median(d.envelope100), lty = 2, lwd = 2, col = "blue")
hist(d.envelope2500, breaks = seq.int(0,90,10), xaxs = "i", yaxs = "i", ylab = NULL,
main = "N=2500", xlab = latex2exp::TeX('Samples of $\\hat{D} (m)'))
abline(v = dintercept.pointestimate, lty = 2, lwd = 2, col = "red")
abline(v = mean(d.envelope2500), lty = 2, lwd = 2, col = "green")
abline(v = median(d.envelope2500), lty = 2, lwd = 2, col = "blue")
dev.off()
The asymmetric distribution of the dˆ estimates suggests the usual percentile confidence interval would be a
bad choice.
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Figure 5: Histogram of the Dˆ estimates by number of bootstrap estimates
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6.2 BCa confidence interval
A better alternative is the BCa confidence interval using coxed::bca() which takes a few seconds extra
to run; we decide to test for N=100 or N=2500 as it may be more sensitive to low numbers of bootstrap
samples than the percentile CI.
6.3 Spatial bootstrap
6.3.1 Number of bootstrap estimates & bootstrap sampling method
setwd("/home/tim/measles/intrmd8")
load("d.envelope2500.RData")
load("d.envelope100.RData")
load("dintercept.pointestimate.RData")
load("tauCItmp2500noinfs.RData")
load("tau.hagg.RData")
BCa.ci.2500 = coxed::bca(d.envelope2500, conf.level = 0.95)
percentile.ci.2500 = quantile(d.envelope2500, probs=c(0.025, 0.975), type = 7)
# compute modified marked point bootstrap for 100 and 2500 bootstrap estimates using----
# percentile or BCa CIs
set.seed(seed = 5) # set at seed = 5 to compare with tauCItmp2500noinfs
ptm = proc.time()
tauCI2500lohv2 = summonTauBstraplohv2(X.region = as.matrix(hag.dat), r.min = r.min,
r.max = r.max, bootiters = 2500, T1 = 0, T2 = 14)
proc.time() - ptm # 16·542s
d.envelope2500lohv2 = ciIntercept(2500, mid.set = r.mid, tau.sim = tauCI2500lohv2)
setwd("/home/tim/measles/intrmd8")
save(d.envelope2500lohv2, file = "d.envelope2500lohv2.RData")
set.seed(seed = 6) # set at seed = 6 to compare with tauCItmp100noinfs
tauCI100lohv2 = summonTauBstraplohv2(X.region = as.matrix(hag.dat), r.min = r.min,
r.max = r.max, bootiters = 100, T1 = 0, T2 = 14)
d.envelope100lohv2 = ciIntercept(100, mid.set = r.mid, tau.sim = tauCI100lohv2)
BCa.ci.lohv2.2500 = coxed::bca(d.envelope2500lohv2, conf.level = 0.95)
percentile.ci.lohv2.2500 = quantile(d.envelope2500lohv2, probs=c(0.025, 0.975), type = 7)
BCa.ci.lohv2.100 = coxed::bca(d.envelope100lohv2, conf.level = 0.95)
percentile.ci.lohv2.100 = quantile(d.envelope100lohv2, probs=c(0.025, 0.975), type = 7)
dintercept.pointestimate
BCa.ci.2500
percentile.ci.2500
BCa.ci.lohv2.2500
percentile.ci.lohv2.2500
setwd("/home/tim/measles/figs")
pdf("bootstraphistv2.pdf")
par(mfrow = c(2,2))
hist(d.envelope100,breaks = seq.int(0,90,10), xaxs = "i", yaxs = "i", ylab = "Frequency",
main = "N=100, resampled-index", xlab = NULL)
fig_label("a", cex = 3, region = "plot")
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abline(v = dintercept.pointestimate, lty = 2, lwd = 3, col = "red")
abline(v = mean(d.envelope100), lty = 2, lwd = 2, col = "green")
abline(v = median(d.envelope100), lty = 2, lwd = 2, col = "blue")
hist(d.envelope100lohv2,breaks = seq.int(0,90,10), xaxs = "i", yaxs = "i", ylab = NULL,
main = "N=100, modified marked point", xlab = NULL)
fig_label("b", cex = 3, region = "plot")
abline(v = dintercept.pointestimate, lty = 2, lwd = 3, col = "red")
abline(v = mean(d.envelope100lohv2), lty = 2, lwd = 2, col = "green")
abline(v = median(d.envelope100lohv2), lty = 2, lwd = 2, col = "blue")
hist(d.envelope2500,breaks = seq.int(0,90,10), xaxs = "i", yaxs = "i", ylab = "Frequency",
main = "N=2500, resampled-index",
xlab = latex2exp::TeX('$\\underline{D}$ (m)'))
fig_label("c", cex = 3, region = "plot")
abline(v = dintercept.pointestimate, lty = 2, lwd = 3, col = "red")
abline(v = mean(d.envelope2500), lty = 2, lwd = 2, col = "green")
abline(v = median(d.envelope2500), lty = 2, lwd = 2, col = "blue")
hist(d.envelope2500lohv2,breaks = seq.int(0,90,10), xaxs = "i", yaxs = "i", ylab = NULL,
main = "N=2500, modified marked point", xlab = latex2exp::TeX('$\\underline{D}$ (m)'))
fig_label("d", cex = 3, region = "plot")
abline(v = dintercept.pointestimate, lty = 2, lwd = 3, col = "red")
abline(v = mean(d.envelope2500lohv2), lty = 2, lwd = 2, col = "green")
abline(v = median(d.envelope2500lohv2), lty = 2, lwd = 2, col = "blue")
dev.off()
# graphical abstract version----
pdf("bootstraphistv2.ga.pdf")
hist(d.envelope2500lohv2,breaks = seq.int(10,55,7.5), xaxs = "i", yaxs = "i", ylab = NULL, yaxt = "n", main = NULL, xlab = latex2exp::TeX('Bootstrapped $\\tau$'), cex = 2, cex.lab = 2)
axis(2, las = 1, at = c(0,800), labels = c("0","800"))
abline(v = dintercept.pointestimate, lty = 2, lwd = 4, col = "black")
dev.off()
coxed::bca(d.envelope2500, conf.level = 0.95)
coxed::bca(d.envelope2500lohv2, conf.level = 0.95)
pdf("nbstrapv2.pdf")
plot(NULL, xlim = c(0,100), log="y", ylim = c(0.5,max(tauCItmp2500noinfs,tauCI2500lohv2)),
xaxt = "n", yaxt = "n", xaxs = "i", yaxs = "i",
ylab = latex2exp::TeX('$\\tau (d_1,d_2)$'),
xlab = latex2exp::TeX('Distance band midpoint ($1/2(d_1 + d_2)$) at 2m increments,
from an average case (m)'))
for (i in 1:2500) {
lines(r.mid, tauCItmp2500noinfs[i,], col = scales::alpha("grey", alpha = 0.2))
}
for (i in 1:2500) {
lines(r.mid, tauCI2500lohv2[i,], col = scales::alpha("green", alpha = 0.2))
}
axis(2,las=1,at=c(0.5,1,2,4,8,16,32,64,92), labels = c("0·5","1","2·0","4·0","8·0","16·0","32·0","64·0","92·0"))
axis(1)
lines(x = c(0,100),y = c(1,1),lty = 2) # as abline seems to overlap
par(lend=1);
lines(x = coxed::bca(d.envelope2500, conf.level = 0.95), y=c(1.03,1.03), type = "l",
lwd = 5, col = "red")
lines(x = coxed::bca(d.envelope2500lohv2, conf.level = 0.95), y=c(0.97,0.97), type = "l",
lwd = 5, col = "blue")
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lines(x=c(dintercept.pointestimate,dintercept.pointestimate), y = c(0.9,1.1), lwd = 2)
lines(r.mid,tau.hagg)
legend(x = 55, y = 8,
legend=c(latex2exp::TeX('$\\hat{\\tau}$ point estimate & $\\hat{D}$'), latex2exp::TeX('$\\hat{\\underline{\\tau}}^*$: resampled-index (n=2500)'),
latex2exp::TeX(' 95% BCa CI of $\\underline{D}$'),
latex2exp::TeX('$\\hat{\\underline{\\tau}}^*$: modified marked point (n=2500)'),
latex2exp::TeX(' 95% BCa CI of $\\underline{D}$'),latex2exp::TeX('$\\tau = 1$')),
col=c("black", "grey", "red", "green", "blue", "black"), lty=c(1,1,1,1,1,2),
lwd = c(1,1,5,1,5,1), pch = c(124,256,256,256,256,256), cex=0.7, yjust = 0.5)
dev.off()
# graphical abstract version----
pdf("nbstrapv2.ga.pdf")
plot(NULL, xlim = c(10,100), log="y", ylim = c(0.6,max(tauCI2500lohv2)),
xaxt = "n", yaxt = "n", xaxs = "i", yaxs = "i",
ylab = "",
xlab = latex2exp::TeX('$d$'), cex.lab = 2, lwd = 2)
for (i in 1:2500) {
lines(r.mid, tauCI2500lohv2[i,], col = scales::alpha("green", alpha = 0.1), lwd = 2)
}
axis(2, las=1, at=c(0.6,1,5,10), labels = c("0·6","1","5·0","10·0"), cex = 2)
axis(1, las=1, at=c(10,50,100), labels = c("10","50","100"), cex = 2)
lines(x = c(0,100),y = c(1,1),lty = 2) # as abline seems to overlap
mtext(latex2exp::TeX('$\\tau$'), side = 2, cex = 2, las = 1, line = 2)
par(lend=1);
lines(x = coxed::bca(d.envelope2500lohv2, conf.level = 0.95), y=c(1,1), type = "l",
lwd = 5, col = "blue")
lines(x=c(dintercept.pointestimate,dintercept.pointestimate), y = c(0.95,1.05), lwd = 2)
lines(r.mid,tau.hagg)
dev.off()
It turns out that the number of bootstrap estimates does not make a large difference to the precision of
BCa confidence intervals. They appear to be slightly narrower for N=2500. However as we know the dˆ
distribution is non-symmetric, theoretically the BCa CI should be relied upon more than the percentile CI.
However the effect of the sampling method is far more obvious and goes to show that the modified marked
point bootstrap (MMPB) method far outperforms the resampled index method, especially when used together
with high numbers of sampling estimates where an interaction effect of these two implementations appears
to be at play; interestingly the skew also reverses in this instance unlike the other three plots.
As a result, MMPB CIs are much narrower (more precise).
6.3.2 Typical information loss when bootstrapping
To indicate the typical information lost for the MMPB approach versus the resampled-index.
total = 0
nsims = 1000
cases = 188 # using the measles dataset as an example
set.seed(seed = 9)
for (i in 1:nsims) {
x = sample(cases, replace = T)
count = length(unique(x))
total = total + count
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Figure 6: Histogram of the Dˆ estimates by number of bootstrap estimates and bootstrap sampling method.
All four CIs used 100% of simulations
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}
uniqueinds = round(total/nsims)
original = cases*(cases - 1) # number of pairs involved in a point estimate calc
ri = uniqueinds*(uniqueinds - 1)
ri/original*100 # % of pairs involved in a resampled-index approach
## [1] 39.94197
mmpb = uniqueinds*(cases - 1)
mmpb/original*100 # % of pairs involved in a modified marked point bootstrap approach
## [1] 63.29787
Lessler et al use the resampled-index as the standard bootstrap sampling method i.e. just sampling from the
row indices with replacement to get their bootstrapped version of the data to apply the τ estimator to. This
is then repeated N=bootiters times. Instead we use a modified form of Loh & Stein, to calculate local
mark functions and take a bootstrap sample from these. More information in the main paper.
6.3.3 Modified marked point bootstrap vs Loh & Stein
This chunk explains why MMPB is better than the standard Loh & Stein’s implementation for the tau
statistic.
setwd("/home/tim/measles/intrmd8")
load("tau.hagg.RData")
load("d.envelope2500lohv2.RData")
load("dintercept.pointestimate.RData")
set.seed(seed = 10)
ptm = proc.time()
tausims.loh1 = summonTauBstraploh(as.matrix(hag.dat), r.min, r.max, 2500, T1= 0, T2 = 14)
proc.time() - ptm # 13·3s
tauCI.loh1 = summonTauCI(tausims.loh1, r.max)
set.seed(seed = 10) # set as same seed for fair comparison
ptm = proc.time()
tausims.loh2 = summonTauBstraplohv2(as.matrix(hag.dat), r.min, r.max, 2500, T1= 0,
T2 = 14)
proc.time() - ptm # 15·429s
setwd("/home/tim/measles/intrmd8")
save(tausims.loh2, file = "tausims.loh2.RData")
tauCI.loh2 = summonTauCI(tausims.loh2, r.max)
d.envelope2500lohv1 = ciIntercept(2500, mid.set = r.mid, tau.sim = tausims.loh1)
# warning only 77·4% of sims cross tau = 1
setwd("/home/tim/measles/figs")
pdf("loh.pdf")
plot(NULL, xlim = c(0,100), log="y", ylim = c(0.5,max(tausims.loh1,tausims.loh2)),
xaxt = "n", yaxt = "n", xaxs = "i", yaxs = "i",
ylab = latex2exp::TeX('$\\tau (d_1,d_2)$'),
xlab = latex2exp::TeX('Distance band midpoint ($1/2(d_1 + d_2)$) at 2m increments,
from an average case (m)'))
for (i in 1:2500) {
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lines(r.mid, tausims.loh1[i,], col = scales::alpha("grey", alpha = 0.2))
}
for (i in 1:2500) {
lines(r.mid, tausims.loh2[i,], col = scales::alpha("green", alpha = 0.2))
}
axis(2,las=1,at=c(0.5,1,2,4,8,10), labels = c("0·5","1","2·0","4·0","8·0","10·0"))
axis(1)
lines(x = c(0,100),y = c(1,1),lty = 2) # as abline seems to overlap
par(lend=1);
lines(x = coxed::bca(d.envelope2500lohv1, conf.level = 0.95), y=c(1.03,1.03), type = "l",
lwd = 5, col = "red")
lines(x = coxed::bca(d.envelope2500lohv2, conf.level = 0.95), y=c(0.97,0.97), type = "l",
lwd = 5, col = "blue")
lines(x=c(dintercept.pointestimate,dintercept.pointestimate), y = c(0.9,1.1), lwd = 2)
lines(r.mid,tau.hagg)
legend(x = 55, y = 4.5,
legend=c(latex2exp::TeX('$\\hat{\\tau}$ point estimate & $\\hat{D}$'), latex2exp::TeX('$\\hat{\\underline{\\tau}}^*$: Loh & Stein\'s marked point (N=2500)'),
latex2exp::TeX(' 95% BCa CI of $\\underline{D}$'),
latex2exp::TeX('$\\hat{\\underline{\\tau}}^*$: modified marked point (N=2500)'),
latex2exp::TeX(' 95% BCa CI of $\\underline{D}$'),latex2exp::TeX('$\\tau = 1$')),
col=c("black", "grey", "red", "green", "blue", "black"), lty=c(1,1,1,1,1,2),
lwd = c(1,1,5,1,5,1), pch = c(124,256,256,256,256,256), cex=0.7, yjust = 0.5)
dev.off()
The CIs for Loh & Stein are unreliable as they are only formed from only 77.4% of simulations that are
crossing τ = 1, as a result it does not contain the point estimate line τˆ(d). Loh & Stein’s simulation lines
poorly underestimate τˆ for short distances and overestimate it for most medium to large distances.
6.4 Distance bands
We do a simple analysis of the case distance distribution to propose a reasonable distance band set. We
then compare this to the one used by Lessler et al in their measles analysis to see how much the estimates
change.
setwd("/home/tim/measles/intrmd8")
load(file = "d.envelope2500lohv2.RData")
load("tausims.loh2.RData")
load("tau.hagg.RData")
load("dintercept.pointestimate.RData")
dist.cases = spatstat::crossdist(X$x.loc, X$y.loc, X$x.loc, X$y.loc)
range(dist.cases)
round(median(dist.cases))
dist.cases = sort(dist.cases, decreasing = F)
first.nonzero.dist = dist.cases[max(which(dist.cases==0))+1]
dist.bands = c(0, floor(first.nonzero.dist),
seq.int(from = ceiling(first.nonzero.dist/5)*5,
to = (ceiling(max(dist.cases)/5)*5),by = 5))
hist(dist.cases, xlab = "Pairwise distance between cases (m)", breaks = dist.bands,
main="Distance histogram (too few in 2nd dist band)", freq = F, xaxs = "i", yaxs = "i")
dist.bands = c(0, floor(first.nonzero.dist),
seq.int(from = 15, to = (ceiling(max(dist.cases)/5)*5),by = 5))
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Figure 8: Bootstrap simulations versus the point estimate for the MMPB sampling methods versus Loh &
Stein, using 2,500 bootstrap estimates.
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hist(dist.cases, xlab = "Pairwise distance between cases (m)", breaks = dist.bands,
main="Distance histogram (ignoring pairs separated by >200m)", freq = F, xaxs = "i",
yaxs = "i")
abline(v = 200)
# this would be a reasonable distance band set to start with i.e. 5m increments seems
# reasonable as it is the size of a very small house and one would not expect the disease
# dynamics to change on a spatial scale smaller than this.
# however from the descriptive analysis of the case distance distribution we join some
# distance bands together:
dist.bands = c(0, floor(first.nonzero.dist), seq.int(from = 15,to = 200,by = 5))
tau.newdb = summonTau(as.matrix(hag.dat), r.min = sort(rev(dist.bands)[-1]),
r.max = dist.bands[-1], T1 = 0, T2 = 14)
set.seed(seed = 12)
ptm = proc.time()
tau.sims.newdb = summonTauBstraplohv2(X.region = as.matrix(hag.dat),
r.min = sort(rev(dist.bands)[-1]), r.max = dist.bands[-1], bootiters = 2500,
T1= 0, T2 = 14)
proc.time() - ptm # 11·523s
mid.newdb = 0.5*(sort(rev(dist.bands)[-1]) + dist.bands[-1])
d.envelope2500lohv2.newdb = ciIntercept(2500, mid.set = mid.newdb,
tau.sim = tau.sims.newdb)
firstbelow1.newdb = which(tau.newdb < 1)[1]
y1 = tau.newdb[firstbelow1.newdb-1]
y2 = tau.newdb[firstbelow1.newdb]
x1 = mid.newdb[firstbelow1.newdb-1]
x2 = mid.newdb[firstbelow1.newdb]
m = (y2-y1)/(x2-x1)
dintercept.pointestimate.newdb = (1+m*x1-y1)/m
coxed::bca(d.envelope2500lohv2.newdb, conf.level = 0.95)
coxed::bca(d.envelope2500lohv2, conf.level = 0.95)
hist(d.envelope2500lohv2.newdb) # any CI struggles to contain the point estimate due to
# the strongly bimodal distribution of D for the non-overlapping distance bands.
hist(d.envelope2500lohv2)
setwd("/home/tim/measles/figs")
pdf("distband.pdf")
plot(NULL, xlim = c(0,100), log="y", ylim = c(0.3, max(tausims.loh2[,1],
tau.sims.newdb[,1])), xaxt = "n", yaxt = "n", xaxs = "i", yaxs = "i",
ylab = latex2exp::TeX('$\\tau (d_1,d_2)$'),
xlab = latex2exp::TeX(
'Distance band midpoint ($1/2(d_1 + d_2)$), from an average case (m).
See caption for details.'))
for (i in 1:2500) {
lines(mid.newdb, tau.sims.newdb[i,], col = scales::alpha("grey",
alpha = 0.2))
}
for (i in 1:2500) {
lines(r.mid, tausims.loh2[i,], col = scales::alpha("green", alpha = 0.2))
}
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axis(2, las=1, at=c(0.3,1,2,4,11), labels = c("0·3","1","2·0","4·0","11·0"))
axis(1)
lines(x = c(0,100), y = c(1,1), lty = 2) # as abline seems to overlap
par(lend=1);
lines(x = coxed::bca(d.envelope2500lohv2.newdb, conf.level = 0.95), y=c(1.03,1.03),
type = "l",lwd = 5, col = "red")
lines(x = coxed::bca(d.envelope2500lohv2, conf.level = 0.95), y=c(0.97,0.97),type = "l",
lwd = 5, col = "blue")
lines(x=c(dintercept.pointestimate.newdb,dintercept.pointestimate.newdb), y = c(0.9,1.1), lwd = 2)
lines(r.mid,tau.hagg, col = "black", lty = 1)
lines(x=c(dintercept.pointestimate,dintercept.pointestimate), y = c(0.9,1.1), lwd = 2, col = "gray30")
lines(mid.newdb, tau.newdb, col = "black", lty = 2)
legend(x = 55, y = 4.5,
legend=c(latex2exp::TeX(
'$\\hat{\\tau}$ point estimate & $\\hat{D}$ (overlapping distance band)'),
latex2exp::TeX(' $\\hat{\\underline{\\tau}}^*$ simulations'),
latex2exp::TeX(' 95% BCa CI of $\\underline{D}$'),
latex2exp::TeX(
'$\\hat{\\tau}$ point estimate & $\\hat{D}$ (non-overlapping distance band)'),
latex2exp::TeX(' $\\hat{\\underline{\\tau}}^*$ simulations'),
latex2exp::TeX(' 95% BCa CI of $\\underline{D}$'),
latex2exp::TeX('$\\tau = 1$')),
col=c("black", "green", "blue", "black", "grey", "red", "black"), lty=c(1,1,1,2,1,1,2),
lwd = c(1,1,5,1,1,5,1), pch = c(124,256,256,124,256,256,256), cex=0.5, yjust = 0.5)
dev.off()
Cases are separated from 0m to just over 300m with a median of 108m. Using distance bands starting at
0m (within household) and then including the first non-zero distance separations from 7·9m to 10m and
in 5m increments up to 200m, does not properly cover the [7·9,10] band properly which may affect the
estimation. We therefore combine the second and third distance bands to get {0,7,15,20,25,. . . ,200}. We
end the distance bands at 200m as there the number of pairs fall off after this point. This now forms the
distance band set for our analysis—we now compute tau.sims.newdb and compare with Lessler’s analysis.
The effect of the distance band sets is enormous in terms of the precision of the d.envelope CI, and also
where the point estimate intersects τ = 1; both CIs used 100% of simulations. The non-overlapping distance
band set (as expected) produces a more erratic tau estimate. From this graph it would seem that for
understanding trends the overlapping statistic is better but it is unclear how to construct this as there are
infinite combinations for its construction too!
# test set----
d2.set = seq.int(0,10)
j.max = length(d2.set)
n.sim = 100
tau.sim = matrix(NA,n.sim,j.max)
set.seed(seed = 30)
for (i in 1:n.sim) {
alpha = rnorm(1,1,0.1)
noise = rnorm(j.max,0,0.1)
tau.sim[i,] = exp(-0.25*d2.set*alpha) + rep.int(0.7,j.max) + noise
}
null.sim = matrix(NA,n.sim,j.max)
set.seed(seed = 31)
for (i in 1:n.sim) {
noise = rnorm(j.max,0,0.1)
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Figure 9: Bootstrap simulations versus the point estimate for a reasonably-proposed example non-overlapping
distance band set versus the overlapping one used by Lessler et al in their measles analysis.
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null.sim[i,] = 1 + noise
}
# get envelope----
central.env = apply(tau.sim,2, quantile, probs = c(0.025,0.975))
null.env = apply(null.sim,2, quantile, probs = c(0.025,0.975))
# plot test set and envelope----
setwd("figs/")
pdf("centralnull.pdf")
par(mfrow = c(1,2))
plot(NULL, NULL, xlim = c(0,10), ylim = c(0,2), type = "l", xlab = "d", ylab = latex2exp::TeX('$\\tau (d)$'), col = scales::alpha("black",0.2), xaxs = "i", yaxs = "i", xaxt = "n", yaxt = "n")
axis(1, labels = c(0,2,latex2exp::TeX('$\\hat{D}$'),4,6,8,10), at = c(0,2,2.7,4,6,8,10))
axis(2, labels = c("0","0·5","1","1·5","2·0"), at = c(0,0.5,1,1.5,2.0))
for (i in 1:100) {
lines(seq.int(0,10), tau.sim[i,], col = scales::alpha("grey",0.2))
}
abline(h=1,col = "red")
lines(seq.int(0,10), central.env[1,], type = "l", lwd = 1)
lines(seq.int(0,10), central.env[2,], type = "l", lwd = 1)
abline(v = 2.7, col = "blue", lty = 2)
plot(NULL, NULL, xlim = c(0,10), ylim = c(0,2), type = "l", xlab = "d", ylab = "", col = scales::alpha("black",0.2), xaxs = "i", yaxs = "i", xaxt = "n", yaxt = "n")
axis(1, labels = c(0,2,latex2exp::TeX('$\\hat{D}$'),5,6,8,10), at = c(0,2,3.55,5,6,8,10))
axis(2, labels = c("0","0·5","1","1·5","2·0"), at = c(0,0.5,1,1.5,2.0))
for (i in 1:100) {
lines(seq.int(0,10), null.sim[i,], col = scales::alpha("grey",0.2))
}
abline(h=1, col = "red")
lines(seq.int(0,10), null.env[1,], type = "l", lwd = 1)
lines(seq.int(0,10), null.env[2,], type = "l", lwd = 1)
lines(seq.int(0,10), tau.sim[1,], type = "l", lwd = 1, col = "blue")
abline(v = 3.55, col = "blue", lty = 2)
dev.off()
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